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SUMMARY
Business processes describe business operations of an organization and capture business
requirements. Business applications provide automated support for an organization to achieve
business objectives. Software modular structure represents the structure of a business application
and shows the distribution of functionality to software components. However, mainstream design
approaches rely on software architects’ craftsmanship to derive software modular structures from
business requirements. Such a manual approach is inefficient and often leads to inconsistency
between business requirements and business applications. To address this problem, we propose an
approach to derive software modular structures from business processes. We use clustering
algorithms to analyze dependencies among data and tasks captured in business processes and
group the strongly dependent tasks and data into a software component. A case study is
conducted to generate software modular structures from a collection of business processes from
industrial setting and open source development domain. The experiment results illustrate that our
proposed approach can generate meaningful software modular structures with high modularity.
KEYWORDS: Business process; Software architecture generation; Clustering algorithms
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INTRODUCTION

A business process specifies a collection of tasks for an organization to achieve business
objectives. Business processes created by business analysts can be optimized to improve
business effectiveness and efficiency of an organization [51]. Typically, a business
process is composed of a set of interrelated tasks which are joined together by data flows
and control flow constructs. Data flows describe inputs into tasks and outputs generated
from tasks. Data items are abstract representations of information flowed among tasks.
Control flows specify valid execution orders of tasks. Control flow constructs specify the
order (e.g., sequential, alternative, or iterative) of the execution of tasks. For example, the
business process for purchasing a product on-line consists of a sequence of tasks, such as
Select product, Add to the shopping cart, and Validate buyer’s credit card. The data item,
product, can be generated from the task, Select product. Business applications automate
business processes to assist business users performing tasks. In this ever changing
business environment, business processes are continuously customized to meet the
requirements of an organization. Business applications are also modified to add new
functional features without referencing to the business processes. In today’s reality, the
key challenge is to maintain the consistency between business requirements and business
applications. Industrial reports [1] indicate that over 50% business applications fail to
address their business requirements.
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Software modular structure is widely used to bridge the gap between business
requirements and business applications. Software modular structure refers to the logical
view [44] of software architecture and represents the structure of a business application
using software components, the interactions among software components (i.e.,
connectors), and the constraints on the components and connectors. More specifically, a
component captures a particular functionality. Connectors define control and data
transitions among components. Constraints specify how components and connectors are
combined and the properties of components and connectors. Mainstream design
approaches [2][3][4] rely on software architects’ craftsmanship to create components and
connectors using their past experience. However, real-world, large scale business
applications need to satisfy hundreds of business requirements that contain numerous
intrinsic dependencies [5]. Quite often, a manual design approach is inefficient and leads
to inconsistency between business requirements and business applications.
To facilitate the alignment of business requirements with business applications, we
propose an approach that automatically generates software modular structures from
business processes. Our generation approach consists of two major steps: 1) derive
software components from business processes to fulfill functional requirements; and 2)
apply software architectural styles and design patterns to address quality requirements. In
this paper, we focus on the first step and present our approach for deriving software
components from business processes. The derived components are top-level abstraction
that describes the initial decomposition of the functionality of a business application.
Moreover, modularity is achieved during the construction of software components and
has impact on other quality attributes, such as understandability, maintainability, and
testability [52][53][55]. We strive to generate software components with high modularity.
However, business requirements are embedded in numerous tasks in business processes.
The functionality of a task is simply described as task names using short descriptive
terms (e.g., Create a customer order). In our work, the challenge lies in identifying major
functionalities embedded in business processes and distributing them into software
components. Instead of manually understanding the meaning of each task name, we
identify the data and control dependencies among tasks by analyzing various entities (e.g.,
tasks and data items) captured in business processes. We apply clustering algorithms [6]
to automatically group functionally similar tasks and distribute functionalities to
components. We also provide a technique to identify interactions among components by
analyzing the transitions among tasks distributed in different components. This paper
extends our earlier work published in the 10th International Conference on Quality
Software (QSIC 2010) [7]. We enhance our earlier case study in the following two
aspects:
1) conducted a stability study to assess the persistence of the generated software
modular structures when the business processes are slightly evolved to address the
changing requirements;
2) evaluated the effectiveness of our proposed approach using the business processes
recovered from another large scale business system (i.e., Opentaps [28]).
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives an overview of
clustering algorithms. Section 3 discusses the overall steps for generating software
modular structures. Section 4 presents the techniques for identifying software
components and their interactions from business processes. Section 5 evaluates our
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proposed approach through a case study. Section 6 reviews the related work. Finally,
Section 7 concludes this paper and proposes the future work.

2

OVERVIEW OF CLUSTERING ALGORITHMS

Clustering algorithms group entities with strong dependencies to form clusters. Similarity
measurements evaluate the strength of dependencies between entities by assessing the
number of common features or connections between entities. For example, the Ellenberg
metric [8] evaluates the degree of similarity between components by calculating the
percentage of common features shared by components, such as data members, previous
components, and subsequent components.
Partitional algorithms [9] and hierarchical algorithms [10][11][12][13][14] are two
commonly used clustering algorithms to cluster entities using similarity measurements.
More specifically, partitional algorithms define heuristics to optimize a set of initial
clusters which can be a set of randomly grouped entities or the result of other clustering
algorithms. For example, Mancoridis et al. [15] generate initial clusters by randomly
grouping a set of entities, and then apply hill climbing algorithms and genetic algorithms
to optimize the initial clusters using the modularization quality (MQ) metric. The MQ
metric measures the cohesion and coupling of software components by evaluating intraconnectivity within components and inter-connectivity among components. The definition
of MQ is shown in formula (1). In general, the value of the MQ metric is bounded
between -1 and 1. -1 means that a software system has no cohesion and 1 indicates that the
software system has no coupling. The extreme values are rarely achieved in practice. The
exact range of a MQ value is determined by the intrinsic dependencies within a software
system. If components have strong dependencies to each other, the MQ value tends to
close to -1. If components can be divided into multiple independent groups, the MQ value
tends to close to 1. The MQ is used to access the overall effect of the cohesion within a
software component and the coupling among the software components.
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k is the number of clusters. Ai assesses to intra-connectivity and Ei,j evaluates inter-connectivity. μi is the
sum of connections between entities within the cluster Ci. εi,j is the sum of connections between entities in
the cluster Ci and entities in the cluster Cj. Ni and Nj are the number of entities in the cluster Ci and the
cluster Cj, respectively.

Agglomerative algorithms and divisive algorithms are hierarchical algorithms which
form a hierarchy of clusters. Agglomerative algorithms are bottom-up approaches that
generate clusters by grouping entities in the lowest level of the granularity and moving up
to coarser grained entities in a stepwise fashion. Divisive algorithms are top-down
approaches that produce clusters by gradually dividing the coarsest grained entities into
more fine grained entities. Using an agglomerative algorithm, the most similar pair of
entities is selected to form a new cluster.
When more than two entities have the same similarity, the algorithm makes arbitrary
decisions by randomly merging two entities. However, arbitrary decisions are harmful to
clustering quality and should be avoided in the clustering process [16]. The weighted
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combined algorithm (WCA) [8] is used to reduce information loss and decrease the chance
for entities to have identical similarity values. A study [12] shows that clustering results
of WCA are more consistent with expert decompositions than other hierarchical
algorithms. Therefore, we use WCA to produce software modular structures in
conformance with those designed by software architects.

3

AN APPROACH FOR GENERATING SOFTWARE MODULAR
STRUCTURES FROM BUSINESS PROCESSES

Figure 1 gives an overview of our approach that generates software modular structures
from business processes. The generation process consists of three major steps: 1)
business process analysis which analyzes business processes to extract the artifacts
relevant to tasks and their dependencies; 2) system decomposition which breaks the
functional requirements specified in business processes into a collection of more specific
functionalities implemented by software components; and 3) architecture representation
which represents the generated software modular structures in a format used by software
architects for further improvement.
Business processes analysis

System decomposition

Architecture representation

...

...

Data grouping
...

...

Task grouping

Data

Task

Connector

Data transition

Package

Class dependency

Figure 1: Business process driven software modular structure generation
3.1 Business process analysis
Business analysts specify business processes using graphical notations in a business
process modeling (BPM) tool, such as IBM WebSphere Business Modeler (WBM) [17].
A business process can be stored as documents in proprietary formats. BPM languages,
such as integrated definition methods (IDEF) [18], business process modeling notation
(BPMN) [19], and business process execution language (BPEL) [20], define standard
notations to represent entities in business processes. To provide a generic solution to
handle business processes described in different languages, we create a meta-model to
capture commonality among these BPM languages as shown in Figure 2. Figure 3
illustrates an example business process that is used to describe the typical steps for
conducting on-line product purchasing in e-commerce applications. In a business process,
a task can be performed by a particular role, such as a customer or a bank teller (shown in
Figure 3). A sub-process is a group of tasks that can be reused in different business
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processes. A data item contains information required for performing a task or captures the
output from a task. For example shown in Figure 3, the data item, product_info,
represents the structure for describing the product information, and the data item, product
specifies the structure for representing the searching result. Tasks in a sequence are
executed one after another. Loops define a set of tasks to be repeated multiple times.
Alternative allows one execution path to be selected among multiple alterative execution
paths. Parallels describe multiple execution paths to be executed simultaneously. We
develop a parser to extract information from business process specifications in XML
format.
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Figure 2: The meta-model for business processes
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Figure 3: The p1:Purchase product business process
3.2 System decomposition
In general, business requirements can be decomposed into different software components
in three ways [21][22]: functional decomposition, data oriented decomposition, and
object oriented design. More specifically, functional decomposition recursively refines
high-level functional requirements into a collection of more concrete functional
requirements. Eventually, each software component implements one concrete functional
requirement. Data oriented decomposition identifies a set of essential data structures from
the requirements. Each software component is intended to implement one data structure.
Object oriented design combines both approaches by forming packages that are
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composed of data structures and their associated functions. Each package corresponds to
one software component.
In a business process specification, functionalities are reflected in tasks and data
structures are well-specified in the data items flowing between tasks. To fully use the
information available in the business processes, we use the object oriented design
approach to create software components. The data items and tasks specified in business
processes represent the lowest level details. One type of data items can be used to form
other types of data items. However, it is infeasible to directly map a task or its related
data items into a software component. This results in a large amount of fine grained
components and makes the software modular structure difficult to understand and use.
Therefore, our work focuses on clustering data items to form data structures. Each data
structure is composed of multiple closely related data items in business processes.
Furthermore, we group tasks to describe operations on the identified data structures
which collect the input or output data items of tasks.
3.3 Architecture representation
A major purpose for designing software architecture is to support the communication and
collaboration among different stakeholders such as end-users, software developers, and
system engineers [4]. To achieve this purpose, software architectures should be
represented in a way that is easy for different stakeholders to understand and use. In our
work, we represent the generated software architectures using the 4+1 view model
supported by Unified Modeling Language (UML) and IEEE 1471 (IEEE Recommended
Practice for Architectural Description of Software-Intensive Systems) [23]. More
specifically, the 4+1 view model consists of five interrelated software architecture views:
logical view, process view, development view, physical view, and scenario.
 A logical view, referred to as the software modular structure, describes the
distribution of business requirements among components.
 A process view captures the dynamic behaviors of a business application.
 A development view presents the static structure of a business application.
 A physical view defines mappings between components and hardware.
 Scenarios describe how business requirements are fulfilled using components of a
business application.
Each of the views can be described by different UML diagrams. For example, we use
UML component diagrams to represent logical views and UML deployment diagrams to
depict physical views. In the following section, we show our techniques for generating
and representing the logical view from business processes. Other views can be produced
from the logical view using model transformations [24][25].

4

SYSTEM DECOMPOSITION

In this section, we discuss our approach that first identifies data groups to form data
structures of software components and then assigns tasks, which use the data items in data
groups, to components to describe functionalities and enhance the modularity of the
generated components.
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4.1 Grouping data items
To improve the cohesion within a software component, we strive to identify a group of
strongly interrelated data items that specify the data structure of a component. To analyze
the dependencies among data items, we create a data dependency graph to analyze data
flows within business processes. Essentially, a data dependency graph contains a set of
nodes and connectors. A node denotes a data item in a business process. A connector
represents a transition from an input data item of a task to an output data item of the task.
For example shown in Figure 3, the data item, d2:product_info is the input data item of the
task, t3: Find product; and the data item, d3:product, is the output of the task. Therefore, a
connector is created between data items, d2 and d3. Figure 4 illustrates the data
dependency graph generated from the example business process.
d1: customer_profile
d2: product_info
d

data

d3: product

d4: order

data transition

Figure 4: The data dependency graph for p1:Purchase product
DataDependency=<PreviousDataItem,SubsequentDataItem,ContainingBusinessProcess>;
PreviousDataItem =<d1, d2, …, dm>;
SubsequentDataItem =<d1, d2, …, dm>;
ContainingBusinessProcess =<p1, p2, …, pv>;
Subscripts m and v are the number of data items and business processes respectively.
Figure 5: The format of data dependency vectors
As discussed in Section 2, we apply the WCA algorithm to group data items in a data
dependency graph. The WCA algorithm produces a number of data groups at different
levels of granularity. To select an optimal grouping result, we use the MQ metric to
evaluate the quality of data groups. We aim to achieve high cohesion within a data group
and low coupling among data groups. The MQ metric only concerns direct dependencies
among data groups. Therefore, we analyze dependencies among data items and their
adjacent data items without considering the transitivity of dependencies.
To group data items, we examine three features of data items for describing
dependencies of a data item: previous data items, subsequent data items, and containing
business processes. These features are organized as a dependency vector (i.e.,
DataDepenency shown in Figure 5), which consists of three data components:
PreviousDataItem, SubsequentDataItem, and ContainingBusinessProcess. Each data
component in a dependency vector is also defined as a vector. More specifically,
PreviousDataItem for a current data item is represented as PreviousDataItem =<d1, d2, …,
di, …, dm>, where di represents one data item defined in a business process, and m is the
total number of data items defined in the business processes. di is set to 1 when di is the
incoming data items of the current data item. Otherwise, di is set to 0. Similarly, the
SubsequentDataItem vector marks a data item to 1 if the data item appears as the
outgoing data items of the current data item. The ContainingBusinessProcess vector, i.e.,
<p1, p2, …, pi,…, pv>, represents a collection of business processes that need to be
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implemented in a business application. v is the total number of business processes. pi
refers to a business process. It is set to 1 when pi uses the current data item; otherwise, pi
is set to 0. For example, Table 1 illustrates the values of the vectors for the data
dependency graph shown in Figure 4. Each row in the table represents a dependency
vector of a data item. For example shown in Figure 4, the data item, d1: customer_profile,
has no previous data item, one subsequent item, d4: order, and one containing business
process, p1: Purchase product. Therefore, we set d4 in the SubsequentDataItem vector
and p1 in the ContainingBusinessProcess vector of d1 to 1 as illustrated in Table 1.

Data item
d1
d2
d3
d4

Table 1: The data dependency table
PreviousDataItem SubsequentDataItem ContainingBusinessProcess
d1 d2 d3 d4 d1 d2
d3
d4
p1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
0
1
1
0
0
0
1
1

d3 ( 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1 )
d4 ( 1, 0, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1 )
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Figure 6: The process for calculating similarity
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Given two data items Dx and Dy (x≠y), Ma denotes the sum of features that present for both data items.
b represents the number of features that presents for Dx and absent for Dy. c represents the number of
features that present for Dy and absent for Dx.

Using the data dependency vectors, we evaluate the similarities among any pairs of
data items using the Ellenberg metric [8]. The definition of the Ellenberg metric is shown
in formula (2). The metric evaluates the similarities of two entities by analyzing their
common features. In our work, the entities to be evaluated are data items in business
processes. Features of data items are described using data dependency vectors as shown
in Figure 5. Both data items can have the common features such as the common previous
data items, the same subsequent data items or the same business process that contains
them. The more common features the two data items present, the more similar they are.
We demonstrate the calculation of the similarity between data items, d3 and d4, in Figure
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6. Data items, d3 and d4, are described by two data dependency vectors whose values are
listed in Table 1. The similarities among any pair of data items in the example business
process shown in Figure 3 are listed in Table 2.

Data item
d1
d2
d3
d4

d1
-

Table 2: The data similarity table
d2
d3
1/3
2/3
1/4
-

d4
2/5
1/6
1/3
-

Using the similarities of any pairs of data items, we iteratively cluster data items in the
five steps listed in Figure 7. The time complexity of the WCA algorithm is O(n2). The
complexity of the algorithm is caused by calculating the similarity values between pairs
of data items.
1) Initialize a data item as a data group;
2) Merge the two data groups that have the highest similarity value to form a new data
group. For example, we choose d1 and d3 to create the data group, DataGroup <1>,
shown in Figure 9 (a);
3) Calculate the features of the newly formed data group using formula (3) [8]. For
example, we calculate features of the merged data group, DataGroup <1>, using the
data dependency vectors of data items, d1 and d3, as illustrated in Figure 8. For a
given feature in the merged data group, DataGroup<1>, we calculate the sum of the
corresponding feature values in the data items, d1 and d3. For example, the second
features of d1 and d3 are 0 and 1, respectively. Therefore, the sum of the second
feature is 0+1=1. We also normalize feature values with the total number of data
items in the newly formed data group. The merged data group, DataGroup <1>
contains two data items (i.e., d1 and d3). Hence, we divide the second feature value of
DataGroup<1> by 2 and use ½ as the normalized feature value in the data
dependency vector of DataGroup<1>;
4) Calculate similarities between the newly formed data group and other data groups
using formula (2); and
5) Repeat steps 2) to 4) until only one data group is left.
Figure 7: The data grouping process
fi 

f i1  f i 2
n1  n 2

(3)

fi, fi1 and fi2 refer to the ith feature of the newly formed data group and its two constituent data groups
respectively. n1 and n2 are the number of data items in the two constituent data groups.

For example, Figure 9 shows three iterations for grouping data items defined in the
example business process (shown in Figure 3). One data group is generated in each
iteration. We organize the generated data groups in a hierarchy shown in Figure 10.
Leaves of the hierarchy are data items defined in the business process. Internal nodes
represent data groups created in each iteration by clustering the data items and the data
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groups in the lower levels of the hierarchy. The levels in the hierarchy denote the order of
the data items being merged in the clustering process. For example, the data group,
DataGroup<1> (i.e., {customer_profile, product}) in level 1 is generated in the first
iteration.
d1 ( 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1 )
+
d3 ( 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1 )


1
n1  n3



DataGroup<1> ( 0,1/2, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,2/2,2/2 )

Figure 8: The process for calculating the feature for DataGroup <1>
d2
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d2
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0.250 0.167

d4

0.400
0.333

DataGroup <3>

0.333
d4 DataGroup <2>

DataGroup <1>
d3

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
Figure 9: The data grouping process for the example business process
Level 3

DataGroup <3>: 0.122

Level 2

DataGroup <2>: 0.333

DataGroup <1>: 0.667

product_info

order

customer_profile

Level 1

product

Figure 10: The result hierarchy of data groups
We traverse the hierarchy of data groups at each distinct level to produce a collection
of grouping results. For example shown in Figure 10, we can produce three data groups at
level 2. The grouping result is composed of three data groups: {product_info}, {order},
and DataGroup <1>. Furthermore, the data group, DataGroup <1>, contains two data
items, customer_profile and product. Therefore, the data grouping result can be also
represented as {product_info}, {order}, and {customer_profile, product}. We can obtain
three different data grouping results by visiting different levels in the hierarchy of data
groups. The group results are listed in Table 3.
A higher similarity value indicates a stronger functional dependency [6][54]. In the
clustering algorithm, the most similar data items are grouped first. Data groups in lower
levels are composed of data items with higher similarity values. Such data groups are
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composed of data items (or data groups) with stronger dependencies and have higher
cohesion. Data groups in higher levels are composed of coarser grained data groups with
lower similarity values. Therefore, such data groups consist of data items (or sub data
groups) with looser dependences. The coupling among data items (or sub data groups) in
such data groups are lower.
Data groups in the lowest level contain only one data item. A grouping result that
consists of data groups in the lowest level has the highest cohesion. The data group in the
highest level (i.e. the root data group) consists of sub data groups that present the lowest
coupling. To produce Software modular structures with high modularity, we use the MQ
metric defined in formula (1) to assess the modularity of a data group by considering
cohesion within a data group and coupling among data groups. We calculate MQ values
for all grouping results and choose the one with the highest MQ value to generate the
software modular structures.

Hierarchy
level
1
2
3

Table 3: MQ values of the three data grouping results
Grouping result

MQ

{product_info}, {order}, {customer_profile}, {product}
{product_info}, {order}, {customer_profile, product }
{ product_info}, {order, customer_profile, product}

-0.358
-0.219
-0.172

However, the MQ metric uses only the interactions between components to calculate
their dependencies, as specified in formula (1). Such a metric is not sufficient to assess the
modularity of a component with multiple quality attributes. We extend the definition of
MQ metric to evaluate the modularity using data dependency vectors as defined in Figure
5. The intra-dependency within a data group, μi, is measured by the sum of similarities
between all data items inside the data group. The inter-dependency between two data
groups, εi,j, is measured by the sum of similarities of all data items in the two data groups.
The value range of the extended MQ is between -1 and 1. For example, we apply the
extended MQ metric to evaluate the modularity of the three data grouping results listed in
Table 3. Result MQ values are shown in Table 3. As a result, the data grouping result
generated from level 3, {product_info}, {order, customer_profile, product}, has the
highest MQ value which indicates the best modularity. Hence, we separate data items into
two groups as illustrated in Figure 11.
product_info

d2: product_info
d

data

DataGroup <2>
d1: customer_profile
d3: product
data transition

d4: order
data group

Figure 11: The selected data grouping result
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4.2 Associating tasks with data groups
To identify functionalities for components, we assign tasks to data groups using the
dependencies between data groups and tasks. We classify tasks into two categories: inner
tasks and outer tasks.
Inner tasks depend on data items within a data group. More specifically, the data group
contains both input data items and output data items of the task. All information required
to perform this type of tasks is located within one data group. Therefore, we group inner
tasks with their dependent data groups into one component. For example shown in Figure
11, we can create two components from the data grouping result. One component contains
the data item, d2: product_info. The other component contains three data items:
d1:customer_profile, d3: product, and d4: order. The task, t4: Create order, takes data
items, d1: customer_profile and d3: product, as input and generates data item, d4: order, as
output. All these data items belong to the data group, DataGroup <2>. Therefore, we
merge the task, t4: Create order, to the latter component.
Outer tasks depend on data items distributed in multiple data groups. To assign an
outer task to an appropriate data group, we evaluate the dependency strength between a
task and the related data groups using the Ellenberg metric defined in formula (2). Similar
to measuring the similarity among data items, we create data vectors to describe the
features of tasks and data groups. A data vector describes the dependency of a task or a
data group on all data items defined in the business processes. Therefore, a data vector is
represented as DataVector =<d1, d2, …, dm>, where m is the total number of data items in
business processes and di (1≤i≤m) denotes one data item. We set di to 1 if it is depended by
a task or included in a data group. Otherwise, we set di to 0. For the example shown in
Figure 3, the task, t3:Find product, takes the data item, d2: product_info, as its input and
generates the data item, d3: product, as its output. Therefore, we set d2 and d3 to 1 in the
data vector of the task, t3: Find product, illustrated in Figure 12 (a). Similarly, the data
group, product_info, contains one data item, d2: product_info. Therefore, we set d2 to 1 in
the data vector, product_info as illustrated in Figure 12 (a). The calculated Ellenberg
values in Figure 12 (b) indicate that the task, t3: Find product, depends more strongly on
the data group, product_info, than on the data group, DataGroup<2>. To achieve high
cohesion, we assign the task, t3: Find product, to the component corresponding to the data
group, product_info.

t3: Find product

t3: Find product (0, 1, 1, 0)
product_info (0, 1, 0, 0)
0.50

0.25

t3: Find product (0, 1, 1, 0)
DataGroup<2> (1, 0, 1, 1)
product_info DataGroup <2>
common
data item

(a)
different
data item

(b)
data-task group

Figure 12: The data vectors and the component selection method
To produce the software modular structure, we further identify connectors between
components by analyzing task transitions among components. For example, Figure 13
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shows the two components generated from the example business process shown in Figure
2. The first component contains data items in the data group, DataGroup<2>, and the
associated tasks. The second component is composed of the data item in the data group,
product_info, and the associated task. The connector between these two components are
identified from the transition between the task, t3:Find product, and the task, t4:Create
order.
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Figure 13: The generated software modular structure

5

CASE STUDY

We conduct a case study to evaluate the effectiveness of our proposed approach in
generating software modular structures from business processes.
5.1 Objectives
Our proposed approach uses clustering techniques to generate software modular structures
from business processes. A promising software clustering process needs to produce
meaningful and consistent software modular structures. The objectives of the case study
evaluate the following aspects:
 Authoritativeness of the generated software modular structures. It regards the
structural similarity between a generated software modular structure and an
authoritative software modular structure. One source of authoritative software
modular structures is those designed by expert architects. However, descriptions of
such software modular structures are often difficult to find. A common source of
authoritative software modular structures is to recover as-implemented software
modular structures from documentations or existing source code. In our work, we
use the as-implemented software modular structures as authoritative designs and
compare the generated software modular structures with as-implemented software
modular structures to evaluate the authoritativeness of the generated software
modular structures.
 Stability of our proposed approach. It concerns the persistence of the generated
software modular structures when the business processes are evolved to reflect the
changing requirements. We want to assess if our proposed approach can produce
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persistent software modular structures when the business processes are slightly
evolved.
 Modularity of the generated software modular structures. Modularity is one of the
internal quality attributes which directly or indirectly affect the external quality
attributes, such as maintainability and reusability [26]. We aim to produce software
modular structures with high modularity which can lead to satisfactory external
quality attributes.
To achieve the aforementioned objectives, we conduct a case study in five steps:
1) Generate software modular structures from business processes of subject business
systems;
2) recover the as-implemented software modular structures from various sources (e.g.,
documentations or source code) of subject business systems;
3) compare the generated software modular structures with the as-implemented
software modular structures to assess the authoritativeness of our generated
software modular structures;
4) analyze the extent to which the generated software modular structures is affected by
changes in business processes in order to examine the stability of our proposed
approach;
5) evaluate the modularity of the generated software modular structures.
5.2 Subject business systems
We evaluate our proposed approach on two large scale business systems: IBM WebSphere
Commerce (WSC) server [27] and Opentaps [28]. The subject business systems are
selected as representatives from different development domains: commercial systems and
open source systems.
5.2.1 IBM WSC server
IBM WSC server is a commercial platform for building e-commerce web sites and
applications. This system implements business processes to support B2B (business-tobusiness) and B2C (business-to-consumer) transactions. The business processes for the
system are available online [27]. These business processes are organized in 5 categories.
Table 4 shows descriptions of the functionalities encapsulated in business processes of the
5 categories. Table 5 lists the number of tasks, data items, roles, and business processes in
each category of business processes specified in IBM WSC. The business processes are
modeled using WebSphere Business Modeler [17] and stored as XML documents. We
developed a business process parser to parse the XML documents and extract entities as
specified in our meta-model (shown in Figure 2).
Table 4: Functionality of IBM WebSphere Commerce
Category
Description of functionality
Marketing
Facilitate marketing campaigns and activities
Merchandise management Create, load, and manage products in online stores
Order management
Manage state of orders and components of orders
Customer management
Create and manage customer profiles and member resources
Customer service
Assist customer service representatives to provide services
to customers
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Table 5: Numbers of entities in IBM WebSphere Commerce
Category
# Task
# Data item
# Role
# Business process
Marketing
69
14
3
8
Merchandise management 66
24
6
24
Order management
204
48
14
25
Customer management
17
8
6
7
Customer service
22
13
5
10

Category
Accounting
Content
CRM
Ecommerce
Financial
Manufacturing
Marketing
Order
Party
Product
Purchasing
Warehouse
Work effort

Table 6: Functionality of Opentaps
Description of functionality
Manage agreements, invoices, fixed assets, and general ledger
Administrate product contents, websites, blogging, and forums
Offer customer services
Manage shopping cart
Handle account receivables and account payables
Manage bill of materials, production tasks, and work orders
Process customer segments and marketing campaigns
Deal with orders, quotes, and customer requests
Provide general party management
Support product and catalog management
Manage supply chain
Track inventory
Handle time sheets, events, and tasks

Category
Accounting
Content
CRM
Ecommerce
Financial
Manufacturing
Marketing
Order
Party
Product
Purchasing
Warehouse
Work effort

Table 7: Numbers of entities in Opentaps
# Task
# Data item
# Role
# Business process
143
47
5
69
126
34
4
53
88
41
5
33
10
10
2
8
52
24
2
18
34
20
2
21
31
9
3
19
78
41
5
22
85
24
5
23
119
65
4
60
19
4
2
14
47
14
3
24
49
7
2
21
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5.2.2 Opentaps
Opentaps is an open source system for enterprise resource planning (ERP) and customer
relationship management (CRM). The system consists of 13 business applications for
supporting various organizational business activities, such as customer relationship
management, warehouse and inventory management, supply chain management, and
financial management. The business processes of Opentaps are not available. In our case
study, we automatically recover business processes from the source code of Opentaps
using the Business Process Explorer (BPE) developed by Zou et al. [29]. The recovered
business processes are specified using the format supported by WebSphere Business
Modeler. The recovered business processes maintain the mappings between tasks in the
business processes and the corresponding source code. Table 6 summarizes the
functionalities of the 13 business applications. Table 7 lists the numbers of entities in each
business application.
5.3 Experiment design
In this section, we describe the experiment design for evaluating authoritativeness,
stability, and modularity of the generated software modular structures.
5.3.1 Evaluation of authoritativeness of the generated software modular structures
To assess the authoritativeness of the generated software modular structures, we compare
our generated software modular structures with the as-implemented software modular
structures. We manually recover architectural components to construct the asimplemented software modular structures. As studied by Tzerpos and Holt [30], the
directory structure of a software system designates its functional decomposition. We
analyze the directory structure of the subject business systems and map each top level
directory to an architectural component. Due to the unavailability of the source code of
IBM WSC server, we derive the directory structure of IBM WSC server from the
documentation [27]. In IBM WSC, the directory structure is reflected in class identifiers
which consist of various segments to identify the names of the systems, the packages, and
the
class
names.
For
example,
com.ibm.commerce.order.commands.
OrderCreateCmdImpl designates a class used in IBM WSC server. com.ibm.commerce
identifies the system itself. order denotes a top level package that captures a major
functionality of the system. Hence, we identify order as an architectural component.
commands designates a sub-package of the order package and can be mapped to a subcomponent of the order component. OrderCreateCmdImpl is the name of a class within
the order component. The directory structure of Opentaps is directly obtained from the
source code [28].
In our generated software modular structures, functionalities of components are
described by tasks in business processes. To compare our generated software modular
structures with the as-implemented software modular structures, we need to describe
functionalities of as-implemented components in the same way. Therefore, we further
analyze relationships among directories, classes, and tasks to identify tasks captured in asimplemented software components. As aforementioned, IBM WSC server is a commercial
platform without available source code. By consulting the architects from IBM WSC
server, each task in a business process is implemented by a command class in the code.
We use the naming convention of classes to recover the corresponding tasks in the
business processes. For the example of a class, OrderCreateCmdImpl, CmdImpl indicates
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that the class is the implementation of a task command. Create Order corresponds to the
name of the task, Create Order. Opentaps is an open source software system with
available source code. We use the BPE tool [29] to automatically recover tasks from
source code of Opentaps.
MoJoFM ( A , B ) = (1

mno ( A , B )
max( mno (∀A , B ))

) ×100 %

(4)

A and B are two software architecture designs. mno(A,B) represents the number of move and join
operations required for changing A to B. mno(  A, B) denotes the maximum distance to the partition B.

To evaluate the authoritativeness of the generated software modular structures, we use
the MoJoFM metric [31] to compare the generated software modular structures and the asimplemented software modular structures. The definition of the MoJoFM metric is shown
in formula (4). The metric counts the number of operations required to make one software
modular structure the same as another. Large numbers of operations indicate high
refactoring effort and reveal a low structural similarity between the two versions of
software modular structures. Two types of operations are used to change software modular
structures: move and join. A move operation moves one task from a component to
another. A join operation merges two components to form a new component.
During the calculation of the MoJoFM metric, we consider a component as a set of
tasks and evaluate the similarity of two components by comparing tasks within them. For
example, suppose we have three components, C1={ta, tb, tc}, C2={td, te}, and C1’={ta, tb,
td}, we can know that C1 and C1’ are similar since they have two tasks, ta and tb, in
common. C1 and C2 are not similar since tasks in the two components are totally different.
Suppose we have two software modular structures that capture the same set of tasks {ta, tb,
tc, td, te}. One software modular structure, SA1, consists of two components and is
represented as {{ta, tb, tc}, {td, te}}. The other software modular structure, SA2, consists of
three components and is represented as {{ta, tb, te}, {tc}, {td}}. To evaluate the similarity
between SA1 and SA2, we use move operations and join operations to make SA2 identical
to SA1 and count the number of operations used. More specifically, we make SA2 identical
to SA1 in the following three steps:
1) move the task te in the component {ta, tb, te} to the component {tc}. As result, SA2
becomes {{ta, tb}, {tc, te}, {td}};
2) move the task tc in the component {tc, te} in the result of step 1 to the component
{ta, tb}. Consequently, SA2 becomes {{ta, tb, tc}, {te}, {td}}
3) join the two component, {te} and {td}, in step 2. Correspondingly, SA2 becomes
{{ta, tb, tc}, {td, te}} which is exactly the same as SA1.
We record the numbers of operations used (i.e., 2 move operations and 1 join
operations) and use the numbers to calculate the MoJoFM value using formula (4). From
the calculation process, we can know that the calculation of the MoJoFM metric is
independent from names of components. The value of MoJoFM is bounded between 0 and
100%. 0 means that two software modular structures are completely different and 100%
indicates that two software modular structures are identical.
5.3.2 Evaluation of stability of the generated software modular structures
In the business domain, business processes are subject to changes due to new business
requirements or business process optimization activities (e.g., removing bottlenecks and
inconsistency) in the business process design. The minor changes, such as task addition,
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removal or merging two separated tasks into one, do not have significant impact on the
software modular structures. In other words, the software modular structures need to be
persistent after the minor changes applied to business processes. Therefore, we examine
the stability of the software modular structures by comparing the software modular
structures generated from the initial business processes with the ones generated from the
changed business processes.
To conduct the stability study, we introduce changes to business processes. It is
challenging to enumerate all possible changes in business processes. Instead, we use a
random process to introduce disturbances to business processes. To design such a random
process, we need to know the types of potential changes and the appropriate amount of the
changes for each type. As studied by Tzerpos and Holt [32], a clustering result (i.e., the
generated software modular structure) can be affected by four types of changes: task
addition, task deletion, connector (i.e., the control and data transition between tasks)
addition, and connector deletion. Other changes, such as modification of task names, and
modification of data items have no impact on the generated software modular structure,
since our clustering process is independent of task names and the internal structures of
data items. Moreover, the four types of changes happen with different frequencies. To
ensure that the random process correctly reflects practical changes, we assign different
weights (shown in Table 8) to the four types of changes as suggested by Tzerpos and Holt
[32].
Difference ( A , B ) = 1 - MoJoFM ( A , B ) =

mno ( A , B )
max( mno (∀A , B ))

×100 %

(5)

A and B are two software architecture designs. mno(A,B) represents the number of move and join
operations required for changing A to B. mno(  A, B) denotes the maximum distance to the partition B.

Table 8: A Summary of changes in the stability study
Weight # of Changes of IBM WSC # of Changes of Opentaps
(Total # of tasks=378)
(Total # of tasks=881)
Task addition
50%
378×1%×50% ≈ 2
881×1%×50% ≈ 5
Task deletion
25%
378×1%×25% ≈ 1
881×1%×25% ≈ 3
Connector addition 15%
378×1%×15% ≈ 1
881×1%×15% ≈ 1
Connector deletion 10%
378×1%×10% ≈ 1
881×1%×10% ≈ 1
Total
100% 5
10
Change type

In the stability study, we consider only slight changes in business processes. Similar to
the work by Tzerpos and Holt [32], we use 1% of changes in the functionally as a
magnitude of slight changes. The tasks in business processes capture the functionality.
Therefore, the total functionality is evaluated using the total number of tasks in business
processes. If our approach for generating software modular structures is stable, then 1% of
functionality changes in the business processes result in no more than 1% differences in
the generated software modular structure [32]. To compare software modular structures
generated before and after the changes, we use the MoJoFM metric to compare the
structural differences between both software modular structures (as illustrated in formula
(5)). Table 8 summarizes the weights for each type of changes and the number of changes
made to the business processes. Changes in different parts of business processes can affect
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the result software modular structure differently. Hence, we repeated 1000 times of the
study. Each time, we randomly introduce different changes.
Dramatic changes, such as removal of entire business processes, are not considered in
our case study. When dramatic changes are made, a new software modular structure would
be needed to accommodate the changes. In this case, we concern the authoritativeness of
the generated software modular structure, rather than the persistency of the generated
software modular structure.
5.3.3 Evaluation of modularity, cohesion, and coupling of the generated software
modular structures
We use the MQ metric as defined in formula (1) to assess the modularity of software
modular structures. More specifically, we use the intra-connectivity of tasks within a
component to evaluate the cohesion of components. The inter-connectivity of tasks among
different components is used to assess the coupling of components.
5.4 Comparison of as-implemented and generated software modular structures
5.4.1 Software modular structures of IBM WSC
To identify the as-implemented software modular structure, we study the documentation
for the IBM WSC and the APIs provided by IBM WSC server. The documentation
describes the functional decomposition of the entire system. Figure 14 illustrates the
subsystems in IBM WSC and their relations. We identify components for each subsystem
by studying the documentation for the packages and the classes within a package. Figure
15 shows a more detailed software modular structure by grouping functionally similar
packages into a component within a subsystem. As shown in Figure 15, each component
captures a primary functionality of IBM WSC server. The name of each component is
summarized by studying the functionality of software packages. For example, the Tools
subsystem provides a set of utility operations to find data items from the databases or
create input data items. We have developed a prototype tool to generate software modular
structure using business processes of IBM WSC. The generated software modular
structure is shown in Figure 16.
Catalog

Marketing
Tools

Order

Member

Connector
name Component
Figure 14: The as-implemented software modular structure of IBM WSC

The name of a generated component is identified by studying the description of tasks
specified in business processes. An underlined label in Figure 15 and Figure 16 illustrates
the corresponding subsystem which contains the functionally similar components. We
assign the same name to the similar components in both software modular structures. For
example, both Figure 15 and Figure 16 have a component named, Order. This indicates
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that the two components capture the same primary functionality. However, this does not
indicate that tasks contained in both components are identical. We attach a prime sign on
the name of each generated component to differentiate generated components from asimplemented components. For example, order processing is closely related to payment
handling in IBM WSC, therefore, we group payment handling tasks and order processing
tasks into one component, Order’ in the generated software modular structure to improve
cohesion and reduce coupling in the generated software modular structure. Moreover, the
differences in the two software modular structures can be observed by comparing
connectors in Figure 15 and Figure 16. The generated software modular structure shown
in Figure 16 contains fewer connectors than the as-implemented Software modular
structure shown in Figure 15. Hence, we envision that our generated software modular
structure present lower coupling than the as-implemented software modular structure.
Catalog

Tools

Catalog

Marketing

Campaign

Order

Return

Marketing

Order

Tools
Payment
Member

Member
Inventory
Component

Connector

Figure 15: An in-depth view of the as-implemented software modular structure of
IBM WSC
Tools

Catalog

Marketing

Catalog’

Campaign’
Order

Order’

Tools’

Marketing’

Shipping’
Member

Member’

Inventory’
Component

Connector

Figure 16: The generated software modular structure of IBM WSC
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5.4.2 Software modular structures of Opentaps
We use our prototype tool to generate a software modular structure design from the
recovered business processes of Opentaps. Figure 17 shows the as-implemented software
modular structure of Opentaps. Connectors between components are identified from
transitions among tasks. Figure 18 illustrates the generated software modular structure.
Names of components are determined by studying the source code of packages contained
in the architectural components. Comparing Figure 17 and Figure 18, we find that the
generated software modular structure contains fewer components than the as-implemented
software modular structure. Two pairs of components, (Party, CRM) and (Ecommerce,
Order), in the as-implemented software modular structure are merged in the generated
software modular structure. A new component, Invoice, is created from tasks related to
invoice processing within the as-implemented component, Accounting. Tasks related to
shipment are grouped to form a new component, Shipment. Tasks in the component,
Purchasing, in the as-implemented software modular structure are distributed to the
Catalog component and the Shipment component in the generated software modular
structure. The differences in the distribution of the components in both software modular
structures are resulted from the modularity evaluation. In the generated software modular
structure, we aim to group the highly cohesive functionality within the same component.

Marketing

Party

Financial

Content

Product

CRM
Order

ECommerce

Purchasing

Warehouse

Accounting

Manufacturing

Workeffort

Figure 17: The as-implemented software modular structure of Opentaps
5.5

Analysis of experiment results

5.5.1 Result of authoritativeness evaluation of the generated software modular
structure
We calculate MoJoFM values to evaluate the structural similarity between asimplemented software modular structures and generated software modular structures.
Table 9 lists the results of structural similarity of both software modular structures for
each subject system. As shown in Table 9, the MoJoFM value is 72% for IBM WSC. It
indicates that 28% of tasks in the as-implemented software modular structure are moved
to form the generated software modular structure. The MoJoFM value is 76% for
Opentaps. This value shows that 24% of tasks in the as-implemented software modular
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structure are moved to produce the generated software modular structure. As discussed
by Wen and Tzerpos [31], such values are desirable and show that the components
generated by our proposed approach are consistent with the as-implemented software
modular structures.
Marketing’

Workeffort’

Content’

CRM’

Manufacturing’

Shipment’
Invoice’
Ecommerce’

Catalog’

Warehouse’
Accounting’

Financial’

Figure 18: The generated software modular structure of Opentaps

Application
IBM WSC
Opentaps

Quality
Attribute
MQ
Cohesion
Coupling

Table 9: Results of authoritativeness and stability study
Authoritativeness
Stability
72%
96%
76%
93%
Table 10: Results of modularity study
IBM WSC
Opentaps
As-implemented Generated As-implemented
0.025
0.042
0.081
0.034
0.048
0.084
0.009
0.006
0.003

Generated
0.111
0.113
0.002

5.5.2 Result of stability evaluation of the generated software modular structures
The stability of the generated software modular structures is evaluated and the results are
listed in Table 9. As reported in [32], the clustering process can generate persistent
software modular structure when at least 80% software modular structures are structurally
similar. In our study, the stability value is 96% and 93% among 1000 times of random
changes for IBM WSC and Opentaps, respectively. The results indicate that our approach
can produce persistent software modular structures given 1% of functionality changes in
business processes.
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5.5.3 Result of modularity evaluation of the generated software modular structures
Table 10 lists the results of modularity evaluation for both subject systems. It is desirable
to achieve high MQ values, high cohesion and low coupling values in software modular
structures. As illustrated in Table 10, the generated software modular structures for both
systems have more desirable values in three metrics. Differences between the two
software modular structures of IBM WSC are introduced from the decomposition of
components. As discussed in Section 5.4.1, tasks are re-distributed to the generated
software components to improve cohesion and reduce coupling. This results in the
improvement of the modularity of the generated software modular structure. In Opentaps,
the improvement of the modularity results from merging the closely related tasks and
components (as discussed in Section 5.4.2). More specifically, two pairs of closely related
components are merged. Tasks in one component are re-distributed based on the strength
of dependencies among them. Such changes increases cohesion of components and
reduces coupling among components. With high cohesion and low coupling, components
can be easily understood, implemented, and changed with little effect on other
components. Therefore, increasing cohesion and decreasing coupling can reduce the
development cost for applications and improve external quality attributes, such as
maintainability, reusability, and flexibility [33][34].
5.6 Threats to validity
We discuss the influences that might threat the validity of our case study. We assess three
types of threats to validity: construct validity, internal validity, and external validity.
Construct validity concerns whether the selected metrics are appropriate for the
purpose of our case study [35]. A common technique to evaluating a clustering algorithm
is to compare its output with an authoritative clustering result [31]. MoJoFM is a metric
specifically designed to compare the structural similarity of two clustering results.
Cohesion and coupling are the major concerns in the modularization stage of a software
system. MQ is used to evaluate the modularity of software modular structures. However,
both metrics are relative measures and their effectiveness depends heavily on the quality
of the benchmark software modular structure. Although the success of IBM WSC and
Opentaps ensures that their software modular structures are well-designed, we cannot
assure that the software modular structures are optimal. In the future, we plan to further
evaluate the effectiveness of our proposed approach by comparing software modular
structures generated by our approach with those created by other approaches [48][49].
Moreover, we assume that the possible changes in business processes are less than 1%.
The 1% magnitude is suggested by Tzerpos and Holt [32] based on their experience. We
plan to study more changes and figure out the threshold of the functionality changes that
would affect the stability.
Threats to internal validity are factors that can affect the accuracy of our observations
[35]. We predict interactions among components from transitions among tasks in our case
study. However, the mapping between task transitions and component interactions may
not necessarily one to one mappings. In the implementation stage, one task transition
might be mapped to multiple interactions among components (e.g., a handshake process in
network protocols). Moreover, one component interaction can be implemented as multiple
interactions among tasks. In the future, we aim to further assess the effectiveness of our
approach by clarifying the coherence between task transitions and component interactions.
Threats to external validity are factors that can hinder the generalization of our
conclusion [35]. We conduct our experiment on IBM WSC and Opentaps. The success of
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both systems can ensure that they can be considered as representatives from the closed
source or open source domains. We envision that our approach can be customized to
generate software modular structure for other business systems. We plan to further assess
the generality of our approach by investigating the feasibility of generating software
modular structures from the business processes specified for more domains.

6

RELATED WORK

6.1 Bridge requirements and software architecture
A variety of approaches have been presented to bridge the gap between requirements and
software architecture. The research efforts focus on introducing synchronization steps
into the software architecture design process. For example, Nuseibeh [36] adapts the
spiral life cycle model to incrementally develop software architecture and synchronize
software architecture with requirements. Grunbacher et al. [37] enhance Nuseibeh’s
approach by providing an intermediate model to assist the synchronization of software
architecture and requirements. However, little guidance is available to assist software
architects to analyze requirements in the aforementioned approaches. Our approach can
provide an initial architecture for software architects to refine it.
Other approaches are proposed to guide software architects to derive software
architecture from requirements. Jackson [38] uses problem frames to record typical
system partitions in different domains. The created problem frames are then used to guide
software architects to construct software architecture from requirements. Zhang et al. [39]
use feature graphs to represent dependencies among requirements and group
requirements with common features to create architectural components. The major
problem of these approaches is that the creation of problem frames and feature graphs is
time-consuming and labor-intensive. In our work, we analyze business processes created
by business analysts and automatically group functionally similar tasks to produce
architectural components. Our proposed approach reduces the cost of building software
architecture and improves the consistency between requirements and software
architecture.
6.2 Software architecture styles and frameworks
Software architecture styles provide reusable solutions to build software architecture. A
software architecture style defines the vocabulary of components and connectors for
describing software architecture of a family of software systems. Garlan and Shaw [40]
and Buschmann [41] summarized common paradigms in software architecture design and
presented a number of software architecture styles. Klein et al. [42] correlate software
architectural styles to quality models to assist software architects to compare and choose
software architectural styles. Such a design paradigm provides significant support for
software architects to address quality requirements. However, the architectural styles
provide little support to help software architects decompose functionalities in requirements.
Our proposed approach automatically generates components and connectors from business
processes. The generated architecture can be further refactored to conform to software
architectural styles.
Software architecture frameworks provide structured and systematic approaches for
designing software architecture. Software architecture frameworks use views to represent
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different perspectives of a software architecture design. Moreover, software architecture
frameworks provide comprehensive guidance to assist software architects to construct,
analyze, and verify software architecture designs. Typical software architecture
frameworks include Zachman Framework for Enterprise Architecture (ZF) [43], 4+1 View
Model of Architecture [44], and The Open Group Architecture Framework (TOGAF)
[45]. These frameworks provide solutions to a wide spectrum of software architecture
design problems and can be tailored to specific needs in different domains. However,
software architecture design process is still time-consuming and inaccurate since software
architects need to manually derive architectural components from requirements. Our
proposed approach reduces the cost of software architecture design process by
automatically generating architectural components and their connections from business
processes.
6.3 Software clustering
Clustering techniques have been widely used to decompose a software system to
meaningful subsystems. Wiggerts presented a review of clustering algorithms for software
clustering [6]. Mancoridis et al. devised a clustering system, Bunch [9], for identifying
software architecture from the module dependency graph (MDG) of a software system.
Tzerpos and Holt [30] presented a collection of subsystem patterns and proposed an
ACDC (Algorithm for Comprehension-Driven Clustering) algorithm to produces
decompositions of a software system by applying these subsystem patterns. Different from
our proposed approach, these approaches take existing code or documentations as input to
recover software architecture from legacy systems. Our proposed approach generates
software architecture designs for designing and developing new business applications
from requirements encapsulated in business processes. Lung et al. [46] also used
clustering techniques to decompose requirements to subsystems. The authors manually
identify dependencies among requirements and apply the hierarchical agglomerative
clustering method to produce a hierarchy of clusters. However, the approach does not
consider quality requirements. In our approach, we reuse business processes as a starting
point and automatically generate software architectures with desired modularity.
6.4 Business driven development
Mitra [47] and Koehler et al. [48] presented business driven development approaches that
use business processes to guide the development of business applications. A set of
heuristics are provided to guide software architects to manually create models and
components. Arsanjani [49] and Zimmermann et al. [50] use decision models to assist the
identification of components from business requirements. The proposed approaches aim to
reuse legacy components and create new components in order to reduce the development
cost of business applications. In our proposed approach, we combine clustering analysis
and quality metrics to automatically generate software architecture with desired
modularity. Such generated architecture can be used as an initial guide for the subsequent
architecture design.
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7

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we present an approach to automatically generate software modular
structures from business processes. Our proposed approach helps produce software
modular structure by automating the creation of components and their interactions.
Furthermore, our approach supports to maintian the consistency between business
processes and software modular structures. Results of our case study illustrate that our
proposed approach can generate meaningful software modular structures with desired
modularity.
In the future, we plan to conduct more case studies to investigate the applicability of
our approach in other domains. Moreover, we use metrics such as MQ and MoJoFM to
compare our generated software modular structures with as-implemented software
modular structures. We want to further assess the authoritativeness of our generated
software modular structures by comparing them with those created by other approaches or
experts. In addition, we will test the stability of our proposed approach using the empirical
data suggested by Tzerpos and Holt. We are interested in studying the influence of
different amount of changes on the stability evaluation results. Furthermore, our approach
focuses on fulfilling functional requirements encapsulated in business processes. We will
enhance our approach to optimize the generated software modular structures to achieve
more quality requirements, such as reusability, portability and security. We are interested
in developing techniques to refactor the generated software modular structures by
applying software architectural styles.
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